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GUARDIAN ANGEL™
The security situation in Mexico continues to deteriorate at an alarming rate. The increased
violence along the US border is impacting commercial traffic throughout Mexico and
international shipping.
Due to our two-decades of experience operating in Mexico and using Guardian Angel™,
PICA is in the unique position to mitigate the risk posed on commercial traffic operating in
Mexico and at US border crossings.
PICA’s Guardian Angel™, service is a one-stop solution that provides intelligence, secure
monitoring, and a coordinated response to threats against personnel and cargo moving
through areas lacking a strong and reliable governmental security presence. Guardian
Angel™, integrates real-time tracking of covered subjects with the capability to send
distress signals in the event of a kidnapping, hostile takeover, theft, or other similar event.
From our secure monitoring station, PICA’s Guardian Angel™, service coordinates the
response to the threat by summoning an appropriate level of countermeasures, ranging
from a private QRF (Quick Reaction Force) to governmental intervention (Army, Navy,
National Police, etc.). Each response is determined by taking into account real-time
intelligence, on-the-ground data and other proprietary information to provide a secure,
reliable solution for our clients. Guardian Angel™, is the service you need to ensure your
personnel, commercial traffic and cargo make it to their destination safely and can be
recovered in the event of an attack.
ELEMENTS
Technology:
• Portable GPS tracking (real-time)
• Panic Devices for driver
Human Intelligence (HUMINT):
• Active network of touch points positioned along Main Service Routes (MSRs) providing
real-time information on Transnational Criminal Organizations (TCOs) activity:
Monitoring of Social Media feeds
Quick Reaction Force (QRF):
• Government vs. Private sector response (escalation of violence
• Continuous liaison with appropriate authorities: Military/Law Enforcement
• Provide the Quick Reaction Force (QRF) with real-time data on incident
(increase probability of success)
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